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� WPS – Welding Procedure Specification: A document providing the required welding 
variables for a specific application to assure repeatability by properly trained welders 
and welding operators.

� PQR – Procedure Qualification Record: A record of welding variables used to produce 
an acceptable test weldment and the results of tests conducted on the weldment to 
qualify a welding procedure specification.

� Welder – One who performs manual or semiautomatic welding.

� Welding Operator – One who operates adaptive control, automatic, mechanized, or 
robotic welding equipment.

� Tack Welder – One who performs manual or semiautomatic welding to produce tack 
welds. 

� Tack weld – A weld made to hold parts of a weldment in proper alignment until the 
final welds are made.

The Building Blocks – Some Definitions



� From AWS D1.2 Aluminum, Clause 3

� The qualification requirement of this code is to assure that the fabrication procedures 
actually used in production meet a recognized standard with an objective of producing 
consistent quality product. To accomplish this objective, each contractor, fabricator, or 
manufacturer shall, prior to the start of production, perform the following:
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� Certify and maintain records of all such tests and WPS’s and make available such records to Certify and maintain records of all such tests and WPS’s and make available such records to Certify and maintain records of all such tests and WPS’s and make available such records to Certify and maintain records of all such tests and WPS’s and make available such records to 

those authorized to use them.  those authorized to use them.  those authorized to use them.  those authorized to use them.  
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� Venn Diagram

The Building Blocks - Procedure Qualification and 
WPS Limits

PQR

WPS Limits



� D1.5 Clause 1.9 – Weld Procedure Specifications

� All production welding shall be performed in conformance with the provisions of an 
approved WPS, which is based on successful test results as recorded in a PQR unless 
qualified in conformance with 1.3.2 (SMAW Prequalified). 
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� D1.5 Clause 1.9 – Weld Procedure Specifications

� All production welding shall be performed in conformance with the provisions of an 
approved WPS, which is based on successful test results as recorded in a PQR unless 
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The Building Blocks – PQR Sample Form



The Building Blocks – WPS Sample Form



The Building Blocks – WQ Sample Form



� D1.5 Clause 1.9 – Weld Procedure Specifications

� All production welding shall be performed in conformance with the provisions of an 
approved WPS, which is based on successful test results as recorded in a PQR unless 
qualified in conformance with 1.3.2 (SMAW Prequalified). 

� All WPS’s shall reference the PQR that is the basis for acceptance. 

� A copy of the proposed WPS shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval. 

� Recommended forms for WPS’s and PQR’s are provided in Annex O. 

� WPS’s for SMAW that meet the requirements of 5.11 shall be considered prequalified 
and exempt from qualification testing.

� 5.11 5.11 5.11 5.11 –––– SMAW WPS’s using electrodes listed in Table 4.1(Except E100XX and E110XX) and SMAW WPS’s using electrodes listed in Table 4.1(Except E100XX and E110XX) and SMAW WPS’s using electrodes listed in Table 4.1(Except E100XX and E110XX) and SMAW WPS’s using electrodes listed in Table 4.1(Except E100XX and E110XX) and 

operated within the current range recommended by the manufacturer, and that conform to operated within the current range recommended by the manufacturer, and that conform to operated within the current range recommended by the manufacturer, and that conform to operated within the current range recommended by the manufacturer, and that conform to 

the requirements of this code shall be considered prequalified and exempt from WPS the requirements of this code shall be considered prequalified and exempt from WPS the requirements of this code shall be considered prequalified and exempt from WPS the requirements of this code shall be considered prequalified and exempt from WPS 

testing. Note: Clause 12 for FCM restricts this to E7016, E7018, E7018testing. Note: Clause 12 for FCM restricts this to E7016, E7018, E7018testing. Note: Clause 12 for FCM restricts this to E7016, E7018, E7018testing. Note: Clause 12 for FCM restricts this to E7016, E7018, E7018----1 and E80181 and E80181 and E80181 and E8018----XXXX
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� D1.5 Clause 5 – Covers Qualifications, Part A WPS and Part B Personnel

� Part A Purpose: The WPS Qualification tests required by this code are designed to 
provide assurance that the weld metal produced by welding in conformance with the 
provisions of this code shall produce weld metal strength, ductility, and toughness 
conforming to Table 5.1.

� Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 

� Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 ksiksiksiksi, Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 ksiksiksiksi, Min , Min , Min , Min ElongElongElongElong. 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 ftftftft lbslbslbslbs @ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)

The Building Blocks - Part A WPS Qualification



� D1.5 Clause 5 – Covers Qualifications, Part A WPS and Part B Personnel

� Part A Purpose: The WPS Qualification tests required by this code are designed to 
provide assurance that the weld metal produced by welding in conformance with the 
provisions of this code shall produce weld metal strength, ductility, and toughness 
conforming to Table 5.1.

� Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 Example: A709 Grade 50 

� Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 Min Yield 50 ksiksiksiksi, Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 , Min Tensile 65 ksiksiksiksi, Min , Min , Min , Min ElongElongElongElong. 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 . 22%, Min CVN 20 ftftftft lbslbslbslbs @ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)@ 0 F (Zone I and II)

� 5.2.2 – Contractor shall prepare a WPS based upon the parameter limitations imposed 
by Part A of this Clause and within these limits shall specify welding variables that will 
produce the welding conditions, characteristics, weld sizes, and contours required in 
the work.

The Building Blocks - Part A WPS Qualification



� Clause 5.12 - Three Main methods available for Procedure Qualifications. Each Method 
comes with it’s own set of limitations.

� 5.12.1 – Maximum Heat Input Qualification

� 5.12.2 – Maximum-Minimum Heat Input Qualification

� 5.12.4 – Production Procedure Qualification

The Building Blocks – Part A WPS Qualification



� 5.12 - Heat input is determined using the formula:

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inch

The Building Blocks – Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12 - Heat input is determined using the formula:

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inch

� The heat input for any individual pass shall be within 10% of the average heat input of 
all the passes in the test. Record the amperage, voltage and travel speed for each 
pass. Calculate the heat input for each pass. The average heat input shall be calculated 
using the heat input for all passes (exempting the root and cap passes). That average 
shall be the WPS heat input.

The Building Blocks – Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12 - Heat input is determined using the formula:

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 0.06/Travel Speed (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, orAmperage x Voltage X 60/(1000 x Travel Speed) (IPM), kJ/inch, or

� Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Heat Input = Amperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inchAmperage x Voltage X 60/Travel Speed (IPM), J/inch

� The heat input for any individual pass shall be within 10% of the average heat input of 
all the passes in the test. Record the amperage, voltage and travel speed for each 
pass. Calculate the heat input for each pass. The average heat input shall be calculated 
using the heat input for all passes (exempting the root and cap passes). That average 
shall be the WPS heat input.

� Example Example Example Example –––– 10 pass weld, adding the heat input of all 10 passes gives 500 kJ/inch. 500kJ/inch 10 pass weld, adding the heat input of all 10 passes gives 500 kJ/inch. 500kJ/inch 10 pass weld, adding the heat input of all 10 passes gives 500 kJ/inch. 500kJ/inch 10 pass weld, adding the heat input of all 10 passes gives 500 kJ/inch. 500kJ/inch 

divided by 10 passes gives an average heat input of 50 kJ/inch. 10% of that is 5, so each of divided by 10 passes gives an average heat input of 50 kJ/inch. 10% of that is 5, so each of divided by 10 passes gives an average heat input of 50 kJ/inch. 10% of that is 5, so each of divided by 10 passes gives an average heat input of 50 kJ/inch. 10% of that is 5, so each of 

the 10 passes has to be deposited between 45 and 55 kJ/inch.the 10 passes has to be deposited between 45 and 55 kJ/inch.the 10 passes has to be deposited between 45 and 55 kJ/inch.the 10 passes has to be deposited between 45 and 55 kJ/inch.
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� 5.12 - Heat input examples:

� 300 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 56 kJ/inch, NOT OK
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� 5.12 - Heat input examples:

� 300 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 56 kJ/inch, NOT OK

� 290 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 54.1 kJ/inch, OK
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� 5.12 - Heat input examples:

� 300 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 56 kJ/inch, NOT OK

� 290 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 54.1 kJ/inch, OK

� 280 amps x 27 volts x 60/(1000 x 10 ipm) = 45.4 kJ/inch, OK
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� 5.12 - Heat input examples:

� 300 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 56 kJ/inch, NOT OK

� 290 amps x 28 volts x 60/(1000 x 9 ipm) = 54.1 kJ/inch, OK

� 280 amps x 27 volts x 60/(1000 x 10 ipm) = 45.4 kJ/inch, OK

� 260 amps x 27 volts x 60/(1000 x 10 ipm) = 42.1 kJ/inch, NOT OK

The Building Blocks – Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

�

The Building Blocks – Maximum Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input limit shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification The maximum heat input limit shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification The maximum heat input limit shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification The maximum heat input limit shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification 

test.test.test.test.

The Building Blocks – Maximum Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

The Building Blocks – Maximum Heat Input Qualifications



� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Shielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPS
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Shielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPS

� Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed –––– Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Shielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPS

� Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed –––– Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature –––– The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum 

preheat and preheat and preheat and preheat and interpassinterpassinterpassinterpass temperature of 100 C (210 F).temperature of 100 C (210 F).temperature of 100 C (210 F).temperature of 100 C (210 F).
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� 5.12.1 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification testThe maximum heat input shall be the average heat input from the WPS qualification test

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current Maximum Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage Maximum Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Shielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPSShielding Gas Flow Rate shall be the minimum to be used in the production WPS

� Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed –––– Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature –––– The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum 

preheat and Interpass temperature of 100 C (210 F).preheat and Interpass temperature of 100 C (210 F).preheat and Interpass temperature of 100 C (210 F).preheat and Interpass temperature of 100 C (210 F).

� Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature –––– Upper limit to be used in production.Upper limit to be used in production.Upper limit to be used in production.Upper limit to be used in production.
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� 5.12.3 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification 

test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.
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� 5.12.3 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification 

test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 –––– For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be 

used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 

amps.amps.amps.amps.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps
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� 5.12.3 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification 

test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 –––– For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be 

used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test
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� 5.12.3 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification 

test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 –––– For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be 

used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limits
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� 5.12.3 5.12.3 5.12.3 5.12.3 Limits for ProductionLimits for ProductionLimits for ProductionLimits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification test WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification test WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification test WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification test 
as recorded on the PQR.as recorded on the PQR.as recorded on the PQR.as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 
tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 –––– For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be used For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be used For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be used For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be used 
in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 
480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limits

� Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall 
be the same as will be used in production. (+/be the same as will be used in production. (+/be the same as will be used in production. (+/be the same as will be used in production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).
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� 5.12.3 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification WPS shall not exceed 100% or be less than 60% of the heat input used in the qualification 

test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.test as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 Example 4.9.2.1 –––– For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be For Single Wire Submerged Arc Welding, the maximum current to be 

used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.used in making a groove weld for any pass that has fusion to both faces shall be 600 amps.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.10% of the average value used in the qualification test.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limitsAny Travel Speed may be listed, within the heat input limits

� Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension 

shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, 

GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).

� Shielding Gas Flow Rate minimum shall be the minimum used in the PQRShielding Gas Flow Rate minimum shall be the minimum used in the PQRShielding Gas Flow Rate minimum shall be the minimum used in the PQRShielding Gas Flow Rate minimum shall be the minimum used in the PQR

� Minimum Preheat Minimum Preheat Minimum Preheat Minimum Preheat –––– Table 4.3, Maximum Interpass Temperature Table 4.3, Maximum Interpass Temperature Table 4.3, Maximum Interpass Temperature Table 4.3, Maximum Interpass Temperature –––– Upper limit used in test. Upper limit used in test. Upper limit used in test. Upper limit used in test. 

(except for HPS 70W and 100W)(except for HPS 70W and 100W)(except for HPS 70W and 100W)(except for HPS 70W and 100W)
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� 5.12.2 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, 

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.2 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2 The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2 The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2 The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2 

(below)(below)(below)(below)

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.2 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, 

(below)(below)(below)(below)

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Current Current Current Current ––––Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.2 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, 

(below)(below)(below)(below)

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Current Current Current Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.2 Qualification Test

� GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1GMAW, SAW, FCAW WPS’s using Figure 5.1

� The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, The maximum heat input test per 5.12.1 and the minimum heat input test per 5.12.2, 

(below)(below)(below)(below)

� Electrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this methodElectrode size is not an essential variable in this method

� Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension shall be the same as will be used in 

production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).¼ inch for FCAW, GMAW).

� Current Current Current Current –––– Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10Meet Table 5.10

� Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to Table 5.10 For SAW Solid Electrode, 1/8 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 300 to 

800 amps800 amps800 amps800 amps

� Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage –––– Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.Any voltage as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are met.

� Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed Travel speed –––– Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are Any Travel Speed as long as the individual pass heat input requirements are 

met.met.met.met.

� Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature –––– The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum The test plate shall be welded with the minimum 

preheat of 50 F and Maximum preheat/Interpass of 100 F.preheat of 50 F and Maximum preheat/Interpass of 100 F.preheat of 50 F and Maximum preheat/Interpass of 100 F.preheat of 50 F and Maximum preheat/Interpass of 100 F.

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 

heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 

heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 –––– For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal 

position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 
heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 
tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 –––– For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal 
position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 
480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within the range bounded by 110% of the average voltage in the maximum Voltage shall be within the range bounded by 110% of the average voltage in the maximum Voltage shall be within the range bounded by 110% of the average voltage in the maximum Voltage shall be within the range bounded by 110% of the average voltage in the maximum 
heat input qualification test and 90% of the average value used in the minimum heat input heat input qualification test and 90% of the average value used in the minimum heat input heat input qualification test and 90% of the average value used in the minimum heat input heat input qualification test and 90% of the average value used in the minimum heat input 
qualification test, and within the heat input limits.qualification test, and within the heat input limits.qualification test, and within the heat input limits.qualification test, and within the heat input limits.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, the voltage is not to exceed 100% of the average Except when using alloy or active flux, the voltage is not to exceed 100% of the average Except when using alloy or active flux, the voltage is not to exceed 100% of the average Except when using alloy or active flux, the voltage is not to exceed 100% of the average 
voltage in the maximum heat input qualification testvoltage in the maximum heat input qualification testvoltage in the maximum heat input qualification testvoltage in the maximum heat input qualification test

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 

heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 –––– For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal 

position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 

within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 

heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 

tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 –––– For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal 

position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 

480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 

within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.

� Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension 

shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, 

GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum WPS shall not exceed the maximum heat input test value nor be less than the minimum 
heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.heat input test value as recorded on the PQR.

� Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than Current shall be within the limits of Clause 4 and Table 5.10. Can be higher or lower than 
tested.tested.tested.tested.

� Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 Example 4.13 –––– For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal For Single Wire FCAW, Maximum single pass fillet size in the horizontal 
position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.position is 3/8 inch.

� Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to Table 5.10 For FCAW Gas Shielded, 1/16 inch electrode diameter prescribes limit of 200 to 
480 amps480 amps480 amps480 amps

� Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/Voltage shall be within +/---- 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 10% of the average value used in the qualification test, and 
within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.within the heat input limits.

� Except when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification testExcept when using alloy or active flux, not to exceed 100% of the qualification test

� Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.Any Travel Speed may be listed within the heat input limits.

� Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension Refer back to 5.12.1 for the rest: Current type, polarity, and specified electrical extension 
shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/shall be the same as will be used in production. (+/---- ¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/¾ inch for SAW, +/---- ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, ¼ inch for FCAW, 
GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).GMAW).

� Minimum preheat per Table 4.3 or Clause 12 (FCM)Minimum preheat per Table 4.3 or Clause 12 (FCM)Minimum preheat per Table 4.3 or Clause 12 (FCM)Minimum preheat per Table 4.3 or Clause 12 (FCM)

� Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature Maximum Interpass Temperature –––– Upper limit used in test. (except for HPS 70W and Upper limit used in test. (except for HPS 70W and Upper limit used in test. (except for HPS 70W and Upper limit used in test. (except for HPS 70W and 
100W)100W)100W)100W)

The Building Blocks – Maximum/Minimum Heat Input 
Qualifications



� 5.12.4 Qualification Test

� SAW with active fluxes for other than single or two pass applicationsSAW with active fluxes for other than single or two pass applicationsSAW with active fluxes for other than single or two pass applicationsSAW with active fluxes for other than single or two pass applications

� Groove welds that do not use the standard joint detailsGroove welds that do not use the standard joint detailsGroove welds that do not use the standard joint detailsGroove welds that do not use the standard joint details

� WPS’s that use matching filler metals for HPS 100W steelWPS’s that use matching filler metals for HPS 100W steelWPS’s that use matching filler metals for HPS 100W steelWPS’s that use matching filler metals for HPS 100W steel

� May be used at the contractors option instead of 5.12.1 or 5.12.3May be used at the contractors option instead of 5.12.1 or 5.12.3May be used at the contractors option instead of 5.12.1 or 5.12.3May be used at the contractors option instead of 5.12.1 or 5.12.3

� Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature –––– Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2

The Building Blocks – Production Procedure Qualifications



� 5.12.3.4 Limits for Production

� Variables controlled by Table 5.4, three pages of essential variables.Variables controlled by Table 5.4, three pages of essential variables.Variables controlled by Table 5.4, three pages of essential variables.Variables controlled by Table 5.4, three pages of essential variables.

� Example: amperage can vary +/Example: amperage can vary +/Example: amperage can vary +/Example: amperage can vary +/---- 10%, voltage +/10%, voltage +/10%, voltage +/10%, voltage +/---- 7%, heat input +/7%, heat input +/7%, heat input +/7%, heat input +/----20% from the 20% from the 20% from the 20% from the 

qualification test value.qualification test value.qualification test value.qualification test value.

� Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature Preheat and Interpass Temperature –––– Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2Follow the requirements of 4.2

The Building Blocks – Production Procedure Qualifications



� 5.4.1 Base Metal Qualification Requirements

� A709 Grade 36 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 productionA709 Grade 36 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 productionA709 Grade 36 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 productionA709 Grade 36 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 production

� A709 Grade 50 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 and 50 productionA709 Grade 50 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 and 50 productionA709 Grade 50 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 and 50 productionA709 Grade 50 Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 36 and 50 production

� A709 Grade 50W Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 50W and may or may not qualify A709 A709 Grade 50W Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 50W and may or may not qualify A709 A709 Grade 50W Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 50W and may or may not qualify A709 A709 Grade 50W Test Plate qualifies A709 Grade 50W and may or may not qualify A709 

Grade 50 or 36 production.Grade 50 or 36 production.Grade 50 or 36 production.Grade 50 or 36 production.

� Check the test plate and backing plate for conforming chemistry per 5.4.2, minimumsCheck the test plate and backing plate for conforming chemistry per 5.4.2, minimumsCheck the test plate and backing plate for conforming chemistry per 5.4.2, minimumsCheck the test plate and backing plate for conforming chemistry per 5.4.2, minimums

� Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon 0.150.150.150.15

� Manganese Manganese Manganese Manganese 1.01.01.01.0

� SiliconSiliconSiliconSilicon 0.250.250.250.25

� ChromiumChromiumChromiumChromium 0.500.500.500.50

� VanadiumVanadiumVanadiumVanadium 0.030.030.030.03

� OROROROR Carbon Equivalent of 0.45% minimum by CE = C + (Carbon Equivalent of 0.45% minimum by CE = C + (Carbon Equivalent of 0.45% minimum by CE = C + (Carbon Equivalent of 0.45% minimum by CE = C + (Mn+SiMn+SiMn+SiMn+Si)/6 + ()/6 + ()/6 + ()/6 + (Cr+Mo+VCr+Mo+VCr+Mo+VCr+Mo+V)/5 + )/5 + )/5 + )/5 + 

((((Ni+CuNi+CuNi+CuNi+Cu)/15 with Carbon at 0.12% minimum )/15 with Carbon at 0.12% minimum )/15 with Carbon at 0.12% minimum )/15 with Carbon at 0.12% minimum 
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� 5.4.6 Undermatching Base Metal Qualification Requirements

� WPS’s that undermatch the base metal strength shall use the undermatching filler metal WPS’s that undermatch the base metal strength shall use the undermatching filler metal WPS’s that undermatch the base metal strength shall use the undermatching filler metal WPS’s that undermatch the base metal strength shall use the undermatching filler metal 

and the higher strength base metal to be used in production.and the higher strength base metal to be used in production.and the higher strength base metal to be used in production.and the higher strength base metal to be used in production.

� Example: A709 Grade HPS 70W welded using a E81T1 FCAW or an E8018 SMAWExample: A709 Grade HPS 70W welded using a E81T1 FCAW or an E8018 SMAWExample: A709 Grade HPS 70W welded using a E81T1 FCAW or an E8018 SMAWExample: A709 Grade HPS 70W welded using a E81T1 FCAW or an E8018 SMAW

� 5.4.7 Base Metal for Hybrid WPS’s Qualification Requirements

� WPS’s that use two base metals of different specified yield strengths shall be qualified using WPS’s that use two base metals of different specified yield strengths shall be qualified using WPS’s that use two base metals of different specified yield strengths shall be qualified using WPS’s that use two base metals of different specified yield strengths shall be qualified using 

the lower strength steel to be used in production.the lower strength steel to be used in production.the lower strength steel to be used in production.the lower strength steel to be used in production.

� 5.5.4 Use a filler metal appropriate for the lower strength base metal5.5.4 Use a filler metal appropriate for the lower strength base metal5.5.4 Use a filler metal appropriate for the lower strength base metal5.5.4 Use a filler metal appropriate for the lower strength base metal

� Example: A709 Grade HPS 70W joined to A709 Grade 50. Use Grade 50 as the base metal Example: A709 Grade HPS 70W joined to A709 Grade 50. Use Grade 50 as the base metal Example: A709 Grade HPS 70W joined to A709 Grade 50. Use Grade 50 as the base metal Example: A709 Grade HPS 70W joined to A709 Grade 50. Use Grade 50 as the base metal 

and an E7XXX or E8XXX filler metaland an E7XXX or E8XXX filler metaland an E7XXX or E8XXX filler metaland an E7XXX or E8XXX filler metal
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� 5.15.1 Groove Welds

� All weld metal tension, 5.19.4, meet or exceed Table 5.1 valuesAll weld metal tension, 5.19.4, meet or exceed Table 5.1 valuesAll weld metal tension, 5.19.4, meet or exceed Table 5.1 valuesAll weld metal tension, 5.19.4, meet or exceed Table 5.1 values

� CVN, 5.19.5, meet or exceed Table 5.1 values, (FCM have different values, See Clause 12)CVN, 5.19.5, meet or exceed Table 5.1 values, (FCM have different values, See Clause 12)CVN, 5.19.5, meet or exceed Table 5.1 values, (FCM have different values, See Clause 12)CVN, 5.19.5, meet or exceed Table 5.1 values, (FCM have different values, See Clause 12)

� Macro Etch, 5.19.3, visual, no cracks, thorough fusion, nothing prohibited by 3.6, no Macro Etch, 5.19.3, visual, no cracks, thorough fusion, nothing prohibited by 3.6, no Macro Etch, 5.19.3, visual, no cracks, thorough fusion, nothing prohibited by 3.6, no Macro Etch, 5.19.3, visual, no cracks, thorough fusion, nothing prohibited by 3.6, no 

undercut >1/32”undercut >1/32”undercut >1/32”undercut >1/32”

� Visual, 5.19.6, meet 6.26.1Visual, 5.19.6, meet 6.26.1Visual, 5.19.6, meet 6.26.1Visual, 5.19.6, meet 6.26.1

� Radiographic , 5.17, meet 6.26Radiographic , 5.17, meet 6.26Radiographic , 5.17, meet 6.26Radiographic , 5.17, meet 6.26

� Reduced Section Tension, 5.19.1, no less than the specified tensile range of the base metal Reduced Section Tension, 5.19.1, no less than the specified tensile range of the base metal Reduced Section Tension, 5.19.1, no less than the specified tensile range of the base metal Reduced Section Tension, 5.19.1, no less than the specified tensile range of the base metal 

of the WPSof the WPSof the WPSof the WPS

� Side bends, 5.19.2Side bends, 5.19.2Side bends, 5.19.2Side bends, 5.19.2
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� 5.10 Fillet Welds

� Fillet Welds WPS’s shall be qualified by groove welds in accordance with Clause 5.12 using Fillet Welds WPS’s shall be qualified by groove welds in accordance with Clause 5.12 using Fillet Welds WPS’s shall be qualified by groove welds in accordance with Clause 5.12 using Fillet Welds WPS’s shall be qualified by groove welds in accordance with Clause 5.12 using 

Figure 5.1. Groove weld testing is not required to qualify a WPS; Figure 5.1. Groove weld testing is not required to qualify a WPS; Figure 5.1. Groove weld testing is not required to qualify a WPS; Figure 5.1. Groove weld testing is not required to qualify a WPS; 

� for a single pass fillet weld, for a single pass fillet weld, for a single pass fillet weld, for a single pass fillet weld, 

� for a SMAW prequalified WPS,for a SMAW prequalified WPS,for a SMAW prequalified WPS,for a SMAW prequalified WPS,

� for Ancillary productsfor Ancillary productsfor Ancillary productsfor Ancillary products

� Fillet Weld Soundness Test Fillet Weld Soundness Test Fillet Weld Soundness Test Fillet Weld Soundness Test –––– All fillet WPS’s (except SMAW prequalified or Ancillary Product) All fillet WPS’s (except SMAW prequalified or Ancillary Product) All fillet WPS’s (except SMAW prequalified or Ancillary Product) All fillet WPS’s (except SMAW prequalified or Ancillary Product) 

are subject to fillet weld soundness macroetch qualification for each weld size and position.are subject to fillet weld soundness macroetch qualification for each weld size and position.are subject to fillet weld soundness macroetch qualification for each weld size and position.are subject to fillet weld soundness macroetch qualification for each weld size and position.
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� ….so I made a form
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� ….filled one out
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� 5.21 Welders, Welding Operators, and Tack Welders using SMAW, SAW, GMAW, FCAW, 
ESW, and EGW shall be qualified by test.

� Purpose: to determine the ability to produce sound welds.Purpose: to determine the ability to produce sound welds.Purpose: to determine the ability to produce sound welds.Purpose: to determine the ability to produce sound welds.

� 5.21.3 Use one of the AASHTO approved steels from 1.2.2. 

� 5.21.4 Period of Effectiveness

� Indefinite unless not welding with the process for a period exceeding 6 months,Indefinite unless not welding with the process for a period exceeding 6 months,Indefinite unless not welding with the process for a period exceeding 6 months,Indefinite unless not welding with the process for a period exceeding 6 months,

� Some specific reason to question abilitySome specific reason to question abilitySome specific reason to question abilitySome specific reason to question ability

� 5.21.5 Weld Cleaning

� Hand Chip or Hand Wire Brush only, no power chipper or grinding during the weld test.Hand Chip or Hand Wire Brush only, no power chipper or grinding during the weld test.Hand Chip or Hand Wire Brush only, no power chipper or grinding during the weld test.Hand Chip or Hand Wire Brush only, no power chipper or grinding during the weld test.

� After visual inspection, may use power tools to make flush to facilitate testingAfter visual inspection, may use power tools to make flush to facilitate testingAfter visual inspection, may use power tools to make flush to facilitate testingAfter visual inspection, may use power tools to make flush to facilitate testing
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� Venn Diagram
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� 5.22.1 Production Positions Qualified – Groove Welds, Welder

� 1G Flat 1G Flat 1G Flat 1G Flat –––– Qualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet welding.Qualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet welding.Qualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet welding.Qualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet welding.

� 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal –––– Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and Flat and Horizontal fillet Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and Flat and Horizontal fillet Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and Flat and Horizontal fillet Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and Flat and Horizontal fillet 

welding.welding.welding.welding.

� 3G Vertical 3G Vertical 3G Vertical 3G Vertical –––– Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and Flat, Horizontal and Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and Flat, Horizontal and Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and Flat, Horizontal and Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and Flat, Horizontal and 

Vertical fillet weldingVertical fillet weldingVertical fillet weldingVertical fillet welding

� 4G Overhead 4G Overhead 4G Overhead 4G Overhead –––– Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and 

Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.
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� 5.22.1 Production Positions Qualified – Groove Welds, Welder
� 1G Flat 1G Flat 1G Flat 1G Flat –––– Qualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet weldingQualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet weldingQualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet weldingQualifies for Flat groove welding and Flat and Horizontal fillet welding

� 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal 2G Horizontal –––– Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal groove and fillet welding

� 3G Vertical 3G Vertical 3G Vertical 3G Vertical –––– Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical groove and fillet welding

� 4G Overhead 4G Overhead 4G Overhead 4G Overhead –––– Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and Qualifies for Flat and Overhead groove welding and Flat, Horizontal, and 
Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.Overhead Fillet welding.

� 5.22.2 Production Positions Qualified – Fillet Welds, Welder
� 1F Flat 1F Flat 1F Flat 1F Flat –––– Qualifies for Flat position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat position fillet welding

� 2F Horizontal 2F Horizontal 2F Horizontal 2F Horizontal –––– Qualifies for Flat and Horizontal position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat and Horizontal position fillet welding

� 3F Vertical 3F Vertical 3F Vertical 3F Vertical –––– Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal and Vertical position fillet welding

� 4F Overhead 4F Overhead 4F Overhead 4F Overhead –––– Qualifies for Flat, Horizontal, and Overhead position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal, and Overhead position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal, and Overhead position fillet weldingQualifies for Flat, Horizontal, and Overhead position fillet welding
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� 5.22.3 Production Positions Qualified – Welding Operator

� Qualify for each position of production weldingQualify for each position of production weldingQualify for each position of production weldingQualify for each position of production welding

� 5.22.4 Production Positions Qualified – Tack Welder

� With the fillet break test the tack welder is qualified to tack weld all types of grooves and With the fillet break test the tack welder is qualified to tack weld all types of grooves and With the fillet break test the tack welder is qualified to tack weld all types of grooves and With the fillet break test the tack welder is qualified to tack weld all types of grooves and 

fillets using the process and welding position tested.fillets using the process and welding position tested.fillets using the process and welding position tested.fillets using the process and welding position tested.
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� 5.23.1 5.23.1 5.23.1 5.23.1 –––– Ways to get thereWays to get thereWays to get thereWays to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 

angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 

angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 ---- Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 

angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 

angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 ---- Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 

angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� Backing sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend Test
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 
angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 ---- Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included 
angle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testangle, ¼” root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� Backing sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 –––– For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests 
aboveaboveaboveabove
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” 
root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 ---- Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” 
root opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testroot opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� Backing sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 –––– For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests above

� 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 –––– For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 –––– 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root 
bend test (Fig 5.22)bend test (Fig 5.22)bend test (Fig 5.22)bend test (Fig 5.22)
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� 5.23.1 – Ways to get there

� 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 5.23.1.1 –––– Successfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test PlateSuccessfully weld a CJP groove weld Procedure Qualification Test Plate

� 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 5.23.1.2 ---- Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of unlimited thickness, 1” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root 
opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 5.23.1.3 ---- Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root Groove for plate of limited thickness, 3/8” thick, single V, 45 Degree included angle, ¼” root 
opening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Testopening with backing, or single bevel for horizontal position. RT or Bend Test

� Backing sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend TestBacking sizes requirements change with RT or Bend Test

� 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 –––– For a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests aboveFor a fillet welder, less than 60 degrees, perform one of the groove weld tests above

� 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 5.23.1.4 –––– For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 For a fillet welder, 60 –––– 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root bend 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root bend 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root bend 135 degrees, perform the fillet break test or the fillet weld root bend 
testtesttesttest

� 5.23.2 – Test for a Welding Operator follow a similar system, but the joint details are different
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� 5.24 Limitations of Variables

� 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 –––– Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 ksiksiksiksi or or or or 

greater.greater.greater.greater.
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� 5.24 Limitations of Variables

� 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 –––– Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength 

of 90 of 90 of 90 of 90 ksiksiksiksi or greater.or greater.or greater.or greater.

� 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 –––– Any approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the process
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� 5.24 Limitations of Variables

� 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 5.24.1.1 –––– Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 Any base metal, except those with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 ksiksiksiksi or or or or 

greater.greater.greater.greater.

� 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 5.24.1.3 –––– Any approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the processAny approved Electrode and Shielding Medium for the process

� 5.24.2.1 5.24.2.1 5.24.2.1 5.24.2.1 –––– SMAW tests using EXX18 electrodes is qualified to weld with all of the SMAW SMAW tests using EXX18 electrodes is qualified to weld with all of the SMAW SMAW tests using EXX18 electrodes is qualified to weld with all of the SMAW SMAW tests using EXX18 electrodes is qualified to weld with all of the SMAW 

electrodes allowed in the Code, except welders required to use E100XX or higher to join electrodes allowed in the Code, except welders required to use E100XX or higher to join electrodes allowed in the Code, except welders required to use E100XX or higher to join electrodes allowed in the Code, except welders required to use E100XX or higher to join 

steels with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 steels with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 steels with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 steels with a minimum specified yield strength of 90 ksiksiksiksi or greater. Must test with E10018or greater. Must test with E10018or greater. Must test with E10018or greater. Must test with E10018----X X X X 

or E11018or E11018or E11018or E11018----X.X.X.X.
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� 5.24.2.3 5.24.2.3 5.24.2.3 5.24.2.3 –––– omission of backing requires requalification.omission of backing requires requalification.omission of backing requires requalification.omission of backing requires requalification.
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� 5.24.3.2 5.24.3.2 5.24.3.2 5.24.3.2 –––– Welding operator qualified to weld with multiple electrodes is qualified to weld Welding operator qualified to weld with multiple electrodes is qualified to weld Welding operator qualified to weld with multiple electrodes is qualified to weld Welding operator qualified to weld with multiple electrodes is qualified to weld 
with single electrodes but not vice versa.with single electrodes but not vice versa.with single electrodes but not vice versa.with single electrodes but not vice versa.
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� 5.24.3.4 5.24.3.4 5.24.3.4 5.24.3.4 –––– Welders qualified for SAW with multiple electrodes shall be considered qualified Welders qualified for SAW with multiple electrodes shall be considered qualified Welders qualified for SAW with multiple electrodes shall be considered qualified Welders qualified for SAW with multiple electrodes shall be considered qualified 
for single electrode mechanized welding, with training and demonstration of ability to make for single electrode mechanized welding, with training and demonstration of ability to make for single electrode mechanized welding, with training and demonstration of ability to make for single electrode mechanized welding, with training and demonstration of ability to make 
satisfactory production welds.satisfactory production welds.satisfactory production welds.satisfactory production welds.
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Summary

WQ Test

Welder Qualification Limits
WPS Limits

PQR

Production Welding has to be in this area



QUESTIONS?


